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Chapter 6

Normal Costs

Pension costs can be categorized into two fundamental types:
normal costs and supplemental costs. Normal costs represent the
annual cost attributed to the current year of service rendered by
active participants, with such costs being defined by one of sev
eral actuarial cost methods. In theory, the actuarial accumula
tion of normal costs from entry age to retirement age will be
equal to the liability for the employee's pension benefit at re
tirement (the retirement-date actuarial liability). The experience
of the plan, however, will not precisely match the underlying ac
tuarial assumptions. Moreover, the plan may have granted bene
fit credits to years prior to its formation (i.e., for periods when
normal costs were not calculated), and/or benefit changes or ac
tuarial assumption changes may occur from time to time. Hence,
actual normal costs will not accumulate to the retirement-date li
ability. Supplemental costs are designed to resolve the difference
between the theoretical and actual accumulation of normal costs,
again according to a specified methodology.

This chapter defines and discusses normal costs, while
Chapter 7 deals with supplemental costs. Once both of these cost
functions are defined, the minimum and maximum tax deductible
contribution limits imposed by federal statutes and the account
ing expense required by FASB can be set forth.

Normal costs can be determined on a participant by partici
pant basis, with the plan's overall costs equal to the sum of each
individual's costs, or they can be determined by a nearly equiva
lent calculation involving an aggregation of plan participants.
These two methodologies suggest another type of classification
for actuarial cost methods, namely, individual versus aggregate.
The term "aggregate" will be reserved herein to refer to this type
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80 Pension Mathematics

(6.2a)

of aggregation, as opposed to the aggregation of normal and sup
plemental costs, which is sometimes used in the pension litera
ture and in practice. Moreover, unless the term "aggregate" is
used, it is to be understood that the discussion pertains to an "in
dividual" normal cost method.

The discussion begins with a generalized normal cost func
tion, followed by specific definitions. At this point only the
normal cost associated with retirement benefits (based on re
tirement at age r) is considered. The normal cost associated with
ancillary benefits is given in Chapter 8.

GENERALIZED NORMAL COST FUNCTION

The retirement-benefit normal cost (NC) for an employee
aged x can be represented by the following generalized function:

'(NC)x = b~ ,_xPlT) v,-x ii,. (y::; x < r) (6.1)

The prescript on the '(NCh notation indicates that only retire
ment benefits are considered. Any normal cost can be specified
by the appropriate definition of b~, as described more fully in this
chapter.! Before defining the normal cost under various actuar
ial cost methods, we will examine some fundamental normal cost
relationships.

In general, normal costs are designed to amortize '(PVFB)y
over the employee's working lifetime, the pattern of amortization
payments being governed by the particular actuarial cost method.
Thus, the present value of a participant's future normal costs at
age y is equal to '(PVFB)y. Notationally, this relationship may
be expressed as follows, assuming that normal costs are made at
the beginning of each age from the employee's entry age y to one
year prior to retirement age r:

,-1

'(PVFB)y = '(PVFNC)y = L '(NC)t t-yPY) v t - y .
t=y

This equation of equality can be demonstrated by writing the left
side of (6.2a) in its basic form and substituting (6.1) for '(NC)r:

1Normal costs are defined for ages y 5: x < r. This age range, however, will
not be repeated for each normal cost equation presented.
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(6.2c)

r-1
B p(T) V r - y i:i = ~ [b' p(T) V r - I i:i] p(T) vl-y (62b)r r-y Y r L x r-I I r I-y y '.

I=y

The product of p(T) and p(T) is p(T) and the product ofr-II I-yy r-yy
v r - I and v l - y is v r - y. Thus, (6.2b) reduces to the defined relation
ship:

r-1

Br = I b~.
I=y

This relationship is applicable for the normal costs under all ac
tuarial cost methods, and illustrates that normal costs do indeed
amortize '(PVFB)y over the period from age y to age r.

Continuing with the amortization concept, it also follows that
the actuarial liability at age x is equal to the present value of fu
ture benefits (PVFB) at that age less the present value of future
normal costs (PVFNC) yet to be made (i.e., the portion of
'(PVFBh not yet amortized):

r(AL)x = r(PVFB)x - r(PVFNC)x' (6.3a)

Demonstrating that this relationship holds, we write '(PVFBh
and '(PVFNCh in their basic form, as follows:

r(AL) = B p(T) v r- x i:ix r r-x x r

r-1
- ~ [b' p(T) v r - I ii J p(T) v l - X (6.3b)L x r-t t , I-x x .

t=x

The bracketed term in equation (6.3b) represents the normal cost
function. The right side of (6.3b) can be written as

(

r-1 )= B p(T) v r - x ii - ~ b' p(T) v r - x ii
T r-x x r L x r-x x "

t = x

and since
r-1

Br - L. b~ = B~,
I=X

equation (6.3b) simplifies to

r(AL) = B' p(T) V r-x iix x r-x x ,.

(6.3c)

(6.3d)

(6.3e)

Equation (6.3e) is the actuarial liability definition given by (5.3);
hence, the relationship defined by (6.3a) is valid.
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Another definition of the actuarial liability in terms of nor
mal costs is the so-called retrospective approach, in contrast to
the prospective approach studied above. Under this definition
the actuarial liability is equal to the accumulated value of past
normal costs (AVPNC):2

'(AL)x = '(AVPNC)x' (6.4a)

The right side of this equation can be expressed as
x-I

'(AL)x = I. '(NC)I (1 + Ox - I 1 (T)

1= Y x- I PI
(6.4b)

and, substituting the normal cost definition given in (6.1), we
have

x-I
'(AL)x = I. [b; ,-IP?) v,-I a,] (1 + OX-I 1 (6.4c)

(T)
I=y X-IPI

which reduces to

(

x-I )
'(AL) = "b' p(T) v,-x ax L t r-x x r

1= Y

=B' p(T) v,-x ax r-x x r·

(6.4d)

(6.4e)

Equation (6.4e) is equal to the prospective actuarial liability
definition given by (5.3); hence, the actuarial accumulation of
past normal costs at age x is equal to the actuarial liability at that
age.

The prior normal costs in equation (6.4b) increase to the cur
rent age by two factors: the benefit of interest and what is re
ferred to as the "benefit of survivorship." The benefit of interest
is a straightforward concept, but the benefit of survivorship may
not be at first glance. In order to explore the latter, equation

2In actual fact, past normal costs may not accumulate to the value of
r(PVFBh because of the granting of past service credits for years prior to the
plan establishment, plan changes, actuarial assumption changes, or experience
deviation from actuarial assumptions.
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(6.4b) is written with r-xPY) replaced by its corresponding ser
vice table components:3

x-I (T)

r(AL)x = L r(NC)1 (1 + W- I
LI(T)' (6.5)

1= y Lx

In this form we see that a normal cost is generated on behalf of
all of the hypothetical employees at each age t, yet the total ac
cumulation at age x is allocated to the lesser number of those
who survive in service to this age, hence, the term benefit of sur
vivorship in service. Although this effect is called the "benefit of
survivorship," the normal cost is determined with full recogni
tion of this gain from non-survivors.

In theory, normal costs can take on any positive or negative
value during an employee's working lifetime. The only theoreti
cal restriction on age-specific normal cost values is that their
present value (or accumulated value) satisfy the above relation
ships. Since an infinite number of normal cost patterns could be
determined such that these conditions hold, there exists an infi
nite number of possible actuarial cost methods, only a few of
which are formally recognized and discussed in this book.

A more general retrospective definition of the actuarial lia
bility, appropriate both before and after retirement, is given by

x-I

r(AL)x = L [r(NC)1 - BI ] (1 + W- I 1 (T) (6.6)
I =y X-IPI

The annual pension benefit, B t, in this formulation is zero prior
to retirement and equal to B T after retirement. Conversely,
T(NCh would be positive prior to retirement and zero after re
tirement.

NORMAL COST UNDER ACTUARIAL COST METHODS

Each actuarial cost method discussed in Chapter 5 has a cor
responding normal cost function. In effect, the normal cost rep
resents the growth in the actuarial liability from one year to the
next, reflecting a larger accrued benefit along with interest and

3tFl is the number of survivors out of an arbitrary number of employees
beginning at some entry age y and who are exposed to the various decrements
from y to x. See Chapter 3, Table 3--2, for an example of the I,(T) function.
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survivorship adjustments. As indicated by the general normal
cost function given in (6.1), the normal cost represents the pre
sent value of the current year's benefit accrual. Normal costs
differ among actuarial cost methods by the benefit deemed to ac
crue at each attained age.

Accmed Benefit Method

The individual normal cost under the accrued benefit method
is defined by equation (6.1) with bx determined by the natural
accruals that result from applying the plan's benefit formula to
the employee's current service and, if applicable, current salary:

ABr(NC) = b p(T) V r- x a (6.7a)x x r-x x r·

The normal cost for the entire plan is equal to the sum of the
normal costs for each pa,rticipant.

The aggregate accrued benefit (AAB) normal cost for the
entire active plan membership is defined as:

AAB r(NC) = (~lx,y bx,y) [~ lI' l'(PV;B)x,y] (6.7b)
x,y r,y

where
~ = summation over all entry age, attained age

combinations (y < r; y ~ x < r)

lx,y = number of age-y entrants currently age x

b x,y = benefit accrual at age x for an age-y entrant

B r,y = accrued benefit at age r for an age-y entrant

'(PVFB)x,y = present value of future benefits at age x for
an age-y entrant.

If there is only one active employee, then (6.7b) simplifies to the
normal cost under the individual accrued benefit method given
by (6.7a).

The individual normal cost version is used in practice and
recognized by federal statutes as a valid method for use with ben
efit formulas other than the final average salary type. The aggre
gate version is of only theoretical interest, yet the formulation
establishes a methodology for aggregate methods in general,
namely, that the numerator and denominator of such methods are
weighted by the number of participants at each x,y combination,
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with the result then multiplied by the total number of plan par
ticipants (or compensation). The numerical results of the indi
vidual and aggregate methodologies, while not identical, are typ
ically quite similar.

Benefit Prorate Methods

Specifying bx in (6.1) as previously defined in either (3.15a)
or (3.16a) defines the normal cost under two benefit prorate
methods. The first definition represents a service proration of Br
which produces a constant dollar benefit accrual, while the sec
ond represents a salary proration which produces a benefit ac
crual equal to a constant percent of salary. The equation for each
is given below, with the prescripts indicating the type of cost
method and type of proration, respectively:

BD r(NC) == J!L p(T) v r-x ii . (6.8)x r-x x r,
r-y

BPr(NC) == Br s p(T) v r- x ii . (6.9)x S x r-x x r
r

The actuarial liability associated with these normal costs are
given by equations (5.6a) and (5.7a), respectively.

Both of these individual methods have aggregate counterparts
which, again, are only of theoretical interest inasmuch as they are
seldom, if ever, used in practice. First, equations (6.8) and (6.9)
are rewritten in an equivalent form using the r(PVFBh function:

BD r(NCh == r(PVFB)x; (6.10)
r-y

BP r(NC)x == sx r(PVFB)x (6.11)
Sr

The aggregate versions, which involve determining the numerator
and denominator for the entire group of active employees, is
given by the following two equations:

ABD r(NC) == (I I x,y) [I I x,y T(PVFB)x,y]; (6.12)
I1x,y (r - y)
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where

ABP r(NC) = CL Ix,y s x,y} [II x,y r(PVFB)x,y]
Ilx,y Sr,y

Sx,y = salary at age x for an age-y entrant

Sr,y = cumulative salary from age y to r.

(6.13)

(6.14b)

Cost Prorate Methods

The traditional terminology for this family of normal costs is
the projected benefit cost method or entry age cost method. As we
will see, the term "cost prorate" is more precise in describing the
methodology used with these methods.

The previously described normal cost methods make the
benefit accrual associated with the employee the independent
variable and the corresponding normal cost the dependent vari
able. In contrast, the cost prorate methods designate the normal
cost as the independent variable and the corresponding benefit
accrual, which can be derived from the normal cost function, be
comes the dependent variable. The switching of the independent
and dependent variables has significant financial implications.

There are two forms of this method: one with normal costs
equal to a constant dollar amount throughout the employee's
working lifetime, and the other with costs equal to a constant
percentage of the employee's salary, hence, the term cost prorate
method. The first form is typically used with plans where bene
fits are not based on salary, while the second is used with career
average and final average benefit formulas.

The "cost prorate, constant dollar" normal cost is defined by
first writing the fundamental identity that future normal costs at
age y must equal the present value of future benefits at that age,
and then solving for the constant dollar normal costs.

CD r(NC)y ii;:r- yl = r(PVFB)y; (6.14a)

CD r(NC)y = r(PVFB)y
.. T
Q y :r - yl

The temporary annuity was defined previously by (3.22). The
normal cost at age y, by definition, is applicable to all attained
ages under this method. Equation (6.14b) also illustrates, once
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again, that the present value of future benefits is amortized by
normal costs.

The "cost prorate, constant percent" normal cost can be de
termined first by equating the present value of a portion, K, of
the participant's future salary to the present value of future bene
fits:

(6015a)

(6.15b)

(6018a)

K = r(PVFB)y 0

s·· T
Sy ay:r-yl

Then, the normal cost at age x is simply this factor times attained
age salary:

CPr(NCh = K Sx o (6.15c)

If salary is an increasing function of age, the normal cost under
this version represent an ever-increasing dollar amount.

The actuarial liabilities associated with these two methods
were given previously by equations (5.8a) and (5.9a), respec
tively. The more conventional expressions for these actuarial li
abilities, however, are the prospective definitions:

CD r(AL)x = r(PVFB)x - CD r(NC)x a;:r-xl: (6.16)

CPr(AL)x = r(PVFB)x - CPr(NC)x 'a;:r_xlo (6.17)

The equality of these expressions with those of (508b) and (509b)
is as follows, using (6.16) to illustrate the identity. First, the
normal cost symbol in (6.16) is replaced by (6.14b):

CD r(AL) _ r(PVF'B) _ r(PVFB)y .. Tx - x ax:r-xl·ooT
ay:r - yl

Replacing r(PVFB)y by x-ypV) v x- y r(PVFB)x and factoring out
r(PVFB)x, one obtains

[
PeT) vx-y aT----'j

CDr(AL)x = r(PVFB)x 1 - x-y Y ooT x:r-xi. (6018b)
ay:r-yl

With a common denominator, (6.18b) becomes
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[

•• T _ (T) x- .. T ] (6.18c)
CD r(AL)x = r(PVFB)x ay:;:;l X-~~y V y ax:;=-;:] .

ay:r _ yl

The numerator represents a temporary employment-based annu
ity running from age y to age x, i.e., a temporary annuity from y to
r minus a deferred temporary annuity payable from x to r. Thus,
equation (6.1&) simplifies to (5.8b). The same result can be ob
tained for the constant-percent-of-salary version.

The above formulations of the cost prorate methods do not
produce a benefit accrual factor, bx, that can be used in the gen
eralized normal cost equation (6.1). Such a factor can be de
rived, however, by replacing the normal cost notation in (6.1)
with the cost prorate normal cost and solving for bx. This is il
lustrated using the cost prorate, constant dollar normal cost:

r(PVFB)y = b p(T) vr-x ii .
.. T x r-x x r,
a y : r _ yl

(6.19a)

(6.19b)

(6.19c)

B p(T) vx-yb
x

= r x-y Y
.. T
a y: r - yl

The second and third factors of the numerator decrease signifi
cantly with age, implying that the portion of B r allocated to each
attained age is a sharply decreasing function. This is in contrast
to the portion of B r allocated under the other methods discussed
previously, where B r is increasing or constant. The correspond
ing benefit accrual for the cost prorate, constant percent method
is

s B p(T) v x - y
b _ x r x-y y

x -
$ •• T

Sy ay:r-yl

The aggregate versions of these two normal cost methods can
be written in the following manner:

ACD r(NC) = CL I x,y} [I I x,y r(.~~FB)y]; (6.20a)
I1x,yay:r-yl

(6.20b)
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The individual normal costs defined thus far can all be ex
pressed as a fraction of the r(PVFBh function, much the same
way their corresponding actuarial liabilities were expressed:

r(NC)x = k r(PVFB)x (6.21)

where k is defined as follows:

k

bx

Br

SX

S,
_1_
,-y

s p(T) v x - y
x x-y y

s·· T
Sy ay:r-yl

P (T) vx-y
x-y Y

··T
ay:r-yl

Actuarial Cost Method

Accrued Benefit Method

Benefit Prorate Constant Percent Method

Benefit Prorate Constant Dollar Method

Cost Prorate Constant Percent Method

Cost Prorate Constant Dollar Method

In theory there need not be any restriction on the value of k
in (6.21), provided that the sum of such fractions, from entry age
y to one year prior to retirement T, equal unity. Thus, an infinite
number of actuarial cost methods exist, since this condition can
be met by an infinite number of attained age patterns of k.

It is interesting to consider two extreme cases for the value of
k, where k is equal to zero at all ages except one, at which age it
takes on the value of unity. If the single age is the employee's
entry-age y, the entire projected benefit is accounted for at that
point. The normal cost, of course, would equal '(PVFB)y and
the actuarial liability at each age thereafter would equal
'(PVFB)x. This method is known as initial funding in the context
of pension plan funding.

If the single age for which k is equal to unity is the partici
pant's retirement age, then the normal cost is equal to '(PVFB),
for this single age. The actuarial liability is zero up to this age,
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and equals '(PVFBh thereafter (for x> r). In the context of
pension plan funding, this method is known as terminal funding.

Table 6-1 shows the various normal costs for an age-30 en
trant under the model actuarial assumptions, all expressed as a
percent of attained age salary. These values are plotted in Figure
6-1. The methods produce normal cost values that are relatively
dispersed near the employee's entry age, reasonably close mid
way through the employee's career, and substantially different as
the employee approaches retirement. Clearly, those methods
with the lowest initial costs have the highest costs near retire
ment, and vice versa.

The cost patterns under the accrued benefit cost method and
the benefit prorate (constant percent) method might appear to be
undesirable inasmuch as they increase sharply throughout the
employee's career. However, a large plan census with a relatively
stable age and service distribution will produce a reasonably
constant normal cost percentage for the entire plan under all ac
tuarial cost methods. In this case, the normal cost percentages
will differ among the methods depending on the average age and
service of plan participants. The benefit prorate methods will
produce the lowest costs for a relatively undermature active em
ployee population and vice versa for a relatively overmature
population. These dynamics will be displayed at a later point in
this book.

The percentage of the age-30 entrant's projected retirement
benefit allocated to each age under each actuarial cost method
and the model assumptions is given in Table 6-2 and graphed in
Figure 6-2. Table 6-3 shows the cumulative percentages given in
Table 6-2, with these values being graphed in Figure 6-3. The
cost prorate methods have cumulative benefit allocations that are
far greater than those of the benefit prorate methods. For exam
ple, one-half of the projected benefit is allocated by age 35 under
the constant dollar version and by age 40 under the constant per
cent version. This is in sharp contrast to the accrued benefit
method which allocates one-half of the projected benefit by age
57.

Figure 6-4 shows the various normal costs for the model pen
sion plan and the mature population, all expressed as a percent of
payroll. These normal cost values include the cost associated
with ancillary benefits, a subject yet to be discussed. The normal
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TABLE 6-1

Normal Cost Functions ... a Percent of Attained Age Salary

Accrued Benefit Prorate Methods Cost Prorate Methods
Benefit Constant Constanl Cons/anI Conslant

Age Method Percent Dollar Percenl Dollar

30 0.12 0.25 1.05 3.24 6.08
32 0.19 0.41 1.46 3.24 5.15
34 032 0.59 1.82 3.24 4.38
36 0.50 0.81 2.13 3.24 3.74
38 0.73 1.09 2.44 3.24 3.21

40 1.04 1.43 2.76 3.24 276
42 1.45 1.86 3.10 3.24 239
44 1.99 240 3.46 3.24 207
46 2.71 3.m 3.87 3.24 1.81
48 3.65 3.94 4.34 3.24 1.58

50 4.89 5.05 4.88 3.24 139
52 6.54 6.48 5.52 3.24 1.22
54 8.70 8.32 6.27 3.24 1.08
56 11.14 10.33 6.91 3.24 0.96
58 13.79 12.42 7.41 3.24 0.86

60 17.12 15.05 8.04 3.24 0.77
62 21.44 18.45 8.86 3.24 0.69
64 27.31 23.10 10.02 3.24 0.62
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60 655550
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Normal Costs ... a Percent of Salary Under Various Aduarlal Cost Methods
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TABLE 6-2

Percentage of Projected Retirement Benefit Allocated to Each Age Under Various
Actuarial Cost Methods

Accrued Benefit Prorate Methods Cost Prorate Methods
Benefit Constant Constant Constant Constant

Age Method Percent Dollar Percent Dollar

30 0.32 0.67 2.86 8.78 16.48
32 0.37 0.79 2.86 6.34 10.09
34 0.50 0.93 2.86 5.09 6.89
36 0.67 1.09 2.86 4.35 5.03
38 0.85 1.28 2.86 3.&l 3.76

40 1.00 1.48 2.86 3.36 2.86
42 1.34 1.71 2.86 2.99 2.21
44 1.64 1.98 2.86 2.67 1.71
46 2.00 2.27 2.86 2.39 1.33
48 2.40 2.60 2.86 2.13 1.04

50 2.86 2.96 2.86 1.90 0.81
52 3.38 3.35 2.86 1.68 0.63
54 3.96 3.79 2.86 1.48 0.49
56 4.61 4.27 2.86 1.34 0.40
58 5.31 4.79 2.86 1.25 0.33

60 6.00 5.35 2.86 1.15 0.27
62 6.91 5.95 2.86 1.04 0.22
64 7.79 6.59 2.86 0.92 0.18

FIGURE 6-2
Percentage of Projected Retirement Benefit Allocated to Each Age Under
Various Actuarial Cost Methods
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TABLE 6-3

Cumulative Percentage of Projected Retirement Benefit Allocated to Each Age Under
Various Actuarial Cost Methods

Accrued Benefit Prorate Methods Cou Prorate Me/hods
Benefit Constant Constant Constant Constant

Age Method Percent Dollar Percent Dollar

30 0.00 0.00 0.00 U.OO 0.00
32 0.65 1.41 5.71 16.12 29.16
34 1.45 3.CXi 11.43 2&()l 47.50
36 253 5.01 17.14 37.84 60.24
38 3.95 7.28 22.86 46.24 69.60

40 5.77 9.93 2857 53.60 76.65
42 8.05 13.01 34.29 60.13 8202
44 10.87 1657 40.00 65.94 86.17
46 14.33 20.66 45.71 71.14 89.39
48 18.52 25.36 51.43 75.79 91.90

50 23.55 30.73 57.14 79.93 93.&5
52 29.53 36.83 62.86 83.61 95.38
54 36.58 43.76 6857 86.86 9657
56 44.82 5157 74.29 89.72 97.50
58 54.38 6036 80.00 9235 98.25

60 65.38 70.21 85.71 94.80 98.88
62 77.96 81.20 91.43 97.05 99.40
64 92.21 93.41 97.14 99.()l 99.82

65 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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FIGURE 6-3
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FIGURE &-4
Nonnal Costs as a Percent of Payroll
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costs for each method are not substantially different; the accrued
benefit cost method has a 5.5% normal cost, while at the other
extreme, the cost prorate, constant dollar method has a 4.5%
normal cost. These differences, however, become more signifi
cant when compared for undermature and overmature plans.

PLAN TERMINATION COST METHOD

This chapter has defined the normal cost for each of the actuarial
liabilities set forth in Chapter 5. In addition, the point was made
that there exists an infinite number of actuarial liabilities and
corresponding normal costs. Therefore, it is logical to ask what
the so-called "normal cost" would be for the plan continuation
and plan termination liabilities presented in Chapter 5. Since the
plan continuation liability for accrued benefits is mathematically
identical to the actuarial liability under the accrued benefit cost
method, it stands to reason that they have identical normal costs.

The normal cost for the plan termination liability can be de
rived by examining the progression of year-to-year values. 4 The
normal cost at age x is equal to the difference between the pre
sent value of the liability at age x + 1 less the liability at age x:

4The normal cost for each of the previously defined actuarial cost methods
can also be defined in tenns of the annual growth in their actuarial liability.
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PT(NC)x = Py) Y (PTL)X+I - (PTL)x. (6.22a)

Upon substituting the components making up the PTL, equation
(6.22a) becomes

PT(NC)x = pY)Y[Bx+ 1 r-x-IP;";.\ yr- x- I ar]

- [B p(m)yr-x a"]
XT-XX r' (6.22b)

Equation (6.22b) reduces to

PT(NC) - [B tTl (m) B (m)] r-x"x - x+1 Px r-x-IPx+1 - x r-xPx y ar' (6.22c)

Since PY) = plm)plw)pld)p<;l, equation (6.22c) may be written as

PT(NC) - [B p(w)p(d)p(r) -B ] xP(m)yr-Xax - x+ 1 x x x x r- x ," (6.22d)

Although Bx+1 exceeds B x, it is possible for this excess to be
more than offset by the product of the withdrawal, disability, and
retirement rates, especially for young employees. If this were to
occur, the normal cost as given by (6.22d) could take on negative
values at some ages beyond age y.

Figure 6-5 compares the normal cost of the plan termination
liability method to that of the accrued benefit cost method for an
age-30 entrant.
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